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Dear EVS Research Committee,
I am writing in support of Panagiotis Volteas’ application for our multidisciplinary project titled, “Artificial Intelligence for
Optimizing Detection and Management of Aortic Aneurysm”. Panagiotis is one of our vascular surgery fellows whose
experience includes five years of general surgery residency and consistent work carrying out clinical research for both
general and vascular surgery departments. During his training, he has excelled in every facet, demonstrating great
clinical acumen, excellent technical ability in the operating room, and an astute mind for research.
The proposed study represents a collaborative effort from multiple departments at our institution including surgery,
bioinformatics, computer science, and biomedical engineering. To our knowledge, combining multiple AI methods to
aggregate data at this scale has not been attempted for study of aortic aneurysm. Our proposed project will help to
establish the infrastructure necessary to develop multiple artificial intelligence-based methods that will not only
improve the efficiency of longitudinal data collection but the accuracy and quality as well. Ultimately, we believe this will
have profound implications for how we conduct chart review, build cohorts, identify novel risk factors for disease
progression, and deliver personalized treatment plans based on a patient’s unique risk profile.
Diligent, collaborative effort from Panagiotis and our bioinformatics, computer science, and biomedical engineering
teams has yielded promising preliminary results. Additional funding will help us continue our work and recruit the
subject matter experts that can help our project scale. I am pleased to support this application for the EVS Research
Scholarship award and hope you will help support our efforts to continue our work.
Sincerely,

Apostolos Tassiopoulos, MD

Artificial Intelligence for Optimizing Detection and Management of Aortic Aneurysm

Abstract/Summary/Specific Aim
Aortic aneurysms (AAs) are the 12th leading cause of mortality in the US. Despite significant advances in diagnostic
tools, early detection remains suboptimal2,3 and the rate of AA rupture has not decreased. AAs typically grow without
symptoms, making early diagnosis challenging thus, many western countries have established AA screening programs.
However success of these programs is hampered by a number of factors including low patient participation, exclusion of
select patient subgroups for whom screening is cost-prohibitive, and uncertainty as to which patients are at risk of rapid
AA growth and deserve closer surveillance. Unfortunately, incidental findings of small AAs are often neglected due to
limited understanding of the patient’s individual risk of disease progression. Our limited ability to identify AA patients,
accurately predict individual growth and rupture risk, and deliver aggressive preventative strategies leads to
unnecessary risk of AA-related complications and death for many patients. These limitations stem from a lack of high
quality longitudinal data and incomplete understanding of mechanisms that contribute to disease progression and
rupture. Through a collaboration between the Departments of Surgery, Biomedical Informatics, Radiology, and
Biomedical Engineering, and Applied Math and Statistics we aim to address these issues by developing multiple AI
models for the collection and analysis of “multi-modal” data. This combines discrete electronic medical record (EMR)
data elements (i.e. clinical, social), radiologic data (i.e. computer-vision derived geometric assessment), and
hemodynamic and biomechanical data (i.e. wall shear stress, Von-Mises stress) using patient-specific fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) models.
We hypothesize that integrative analysis of multi-modal data collected through the use of natural language
processing (NLP), computer vision models (CV), and patient-specific FSI models developed by our group, will allow
us to leverage the combined clinical, imaging data, and biomechanical data for predicting AA growth and
treatment outcome. The study will be carried out through the following aims.
Aim 1: Improve detection of AA in the Stony Brook patient population by using NLP-based free text analysis
of the EMR and a regularly updated AA data mart to facilitate patient surveillance, promote risk factor
modification strategies, optimize delivery of timely care, and prevent AA-related emergencies.
Aim 2: Optimize novel CV techniques to: a) create accurate aortic segmentations from medical imaging, (b)
utilize 3D reconstructions to extract morphologic and geometric features of the aorta, (c) incorporate
patient-specific FSI modeling to assess hemodynamic and biomechanical stress exerted on specific segments
of the aortic wall.
Aim 3: Combine patient demographics and clinical risk factors collected in Aim 1 and computer vision and
FSI-derived data collected in Aim 2 to develop AA growth prediction models, assess individual patient risk,
and deliver improved, personalized care algorithms.
The proposed study is novel. To our knowledge, combining multiple AI methods to aggregate data at this scale has
not been attempted for the study of AAs. The AI features of this database improve data collection, data quality,
and allow for the inclusion of radiologic, morphologic, and biomechanical data previously inaccessible to
researchers due to the prohibitively laborious or computationally expensive nature of this work.

Public Health Relevance Statement
The methods being developed in this collaborative effort have broad significance for the application of AI in medicine.
Translational and clinical research has become increasingly reliant on accurate extraction of multiple types of healthcare
data. However, integrative analysis of multi-modal data from disparate sources such as the EMR, imaging studies, and
physics-based simulations remains a challenge. In this study, we focus on the development of AI methods for the
extraction and integration of clinical, imaging, and CV or FSI model-derived data. Notably, this effort has been
designated by the Clinical and Translational Science (CTSA) program as a major initial effort to target the “chokepoint”
associated with the need to carry out integrative analysis with “multi-modal” data.
Our collaboration includes experts in the fields of medicine, computer science, artificial intelligence, biomedical
informatics, and biomedical engineering, all of whom have been essential for the collection of data and the
development of AI models currently being validated. Robust investigation of this scale, using novel methods previously
inaccessible to researchers, would not have otherwise been possible. Thus far, preliminary results are promising. Our
NLP models demonstrate improved AA detection within the EMR and have obviated the need for laborious chart review.
CV models demonstrate accurate segmentation of the aortic lumen and arterial wall, which is essential for accurate
geometric and morphologic assessment of the aneurysm.6–8 Because these methods are generalizable, successful
validation of our work will undoubtedly inspire new research studies and encourage further collaboration with other
departments.
From a medical perspective, results from our AI prediction models will be utilized to create unique risk factor
modification strategies, follow individualized patient care algorithms that optimize our efforts to halt disease
progression, define best treatment approaches, and minimize the risk of complications associated with suboptimal
treatment. Additional benefits of
individualized care include risk reduction
of other conditions associated with AA
disease (i.e. cardiac disease, stroke, and
cancer). In addition to improving quality
of care, adoption of these preventative
strategies may result in considerable costsavings for the healthcare system through
overall improvement of population health
and reduction of costs associated with
AA-related complications.
A timeline detailing our plans for
model/results validation, manuscript
submission, and external grant
submission is outline in Table 1.

Table 1. Timeline for Project Development and External Grant Submission: * NIH-supported AcademicIndustrial Partnership Grant for Bioengineering projects. Pending support from Medtronic Inc. - External
grant approved and under contract negotiation. ** NIH-R01 grant

Research Plan
Overview
This project targets the development of AI methods for multi-modal data analyses for risk stratification and
management of AA disease. We are currently carrying out a systematic effort to evaluate multiple deep learning and
statistical approaches to fulfill the aforementioned aims of this project. A key infrastructural component of our project is
to gather and curate an integrated collection of clinical and imaging data for Stony Brook AA patients. The parts of the AI
platform listed below employ separate pipelines that utilize our models for data extraction from their respective
sources, followed by integration back into a comprehensive AA data mart. The sum of these parts create a
comprehensive AI platform that can:
a) Improve detection and surveillance of AA patients
b) Evaluate anatomy, morphology, and geometry of AA through medical imaging
c) Create accurate 3D reconstructions of the aorta to conduct advanced fluid structure-simulation models and
perform hemodynamic / biomechanical assessment
d) Perform integrative analyses on multi-modal datasets to develop AA growth prediction models, risk stratify
patients, and deliver individualized care
Detection, Surveillance, and Longitudinal Data Collection using an NLP-Based AA Detection Platform
Because AA disease progresses silently with first symptoms oftentimes manifesting as a consequence of aneurysm
rupture, early detection and surveillance is of the utmost importance. From a clinical perspective, this was the primary
motivation for the development of our NLP-based AA Detection
Platform
The platform’s main objectives are to:
a) Identify undiagnosed patients with AA
b) Identify and collect new imaging studies of known AA patients
c) Maintain active surveillance of all AA patients with NLPassisted measurement extraction, calculation of interval
aneurysm growth, and alerting of appropriate care providers
appropriate
d) Serve as the primary source of new data and increase sample
all other components of the project (NLP, CV, CFD/FSI,
Prediction Modeling)

when
size for
Fig. 1: AA Detection Workflow

Our detection platform has evolved since its inception and has been
optimized with each iteration to improve precision and sensitivity for
identifying AA patients. The first iteration of the AA detection platform
utilized conventional EMR data mining techniques and rule-based
search functions. Subsequent iterations used more advanced features
such
Table 2. Evolution of AA Detection Models
as customized term-based query (TBQ), which used a manually-derived
lexicon of phrases conveying presence of AA, and a negation detection algorithm, which disregarded statements
expressing the absence of AA. Most recently, advanced NLP features have been incorporated to extract maximal size
measurements for different parts of the aorta. Extraction of specific data from text employs the most advanced NLP
model investigated to date: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), which has been used to
win numerous NLP competitions.11,12 Current investigation includes using BERT to improve localized size extraction (i.e.
suprarenal) and detecting morphologic descriptors (i.e. fusiform, saccular). With each iteration, the performance of AA
detection has improved, with sensitivity and precision currently at 93.1% and 86.8%, respectively. Table 2 shows each
iteration of our AA detection models. Figure 1 illustrates the current workflow using the most recent NLP-based
methods.
In addition to identifying undiagnosed AA patients and notifying their PCP to ensure timely care, our detection platform
captures new imaging studies of known AA patients. Automated collection of longitudinal data into an AA data mart
allows for efficient identification of new and existing patients, linking of clinical, demographic, and previous imaging

data, calculation of interval AA growth, and notification of the appropriate care providers to improve surveillance and
timely care.
Development of Medical Imaging Pipeline and Computer Vision-based AA Segmentation Model
Investigation of clinical data alone may not be
adequate for elucidating all contributing factors
disease progression. Imaging and simulationassessments of the aorta suggest certain
geometric or biomechanical markers are
predictive of aggressive AA growth.10,13,14
However, the majority of studies investigating
computer-vision techniques are limited by
sample sizes and inadequate longitudinal data
small aneurysms. We have leveraged our data
collection methods to address these
shortcomings and conduct thorough,
sufficiently powered investigations.
Our recent work includes: (a) creation of a
imaging de-identification pipeline, (b)
development of an aortic segmentation model
CV techniques, (c) development of patientFSI models to assess hemodynamic and
biomechanical stress on the AA. The deidentification pipeline was created to help
image-based components of our project,
analysis would require sharing of data between
departments and conversion to the correct file
With this pipeline, all new imaging studies, as
existing studies of newly identified AA patients
flagged, downloaded, and de-identified by
identifying patient information from the files’
metadata.

Fig 3. Aorta Segmentation Using a Topological Constraint: (A and B)
Enforcing topological constraint improves wall segmentation quality. (C)
Completed aortic segmentation without missing areas of aortic wall.
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Fig 4. Workflow for Geometric/Biomechanical Assessment: (A) Aortic
Our biomedical imaging team has recently
segmentations generated from contrast-enhanced CTs. (B) Conversion to
developed a novel CV model using topological
computational meshes. (C) Extraction of max diameter and volume between
constraints, a new method of multi-class aortic
the sinotubular junction and innominate artery. (D) FSI models and
segmentation to better delineate the aortic
wall.
echocardiogram data used to calculate as wall shear stress. and wall VonPreliminary results suggest more precise
Mises stress.
segmentation of the outer wall relative to
other
15–19
models.
This is of utmost importance as
accurate
segmentation of the aortic wall is required for extracting accurate geometric measurements and creating patientspecific flow simulation models10. Ground truth data for training this CV model was acquired via manual annotation of
computed tomography (CT) scans, which were all acquired from the AA data mart.

Geometric, Hemodynamic, and Biomechanical Assessment of AA
Aortic segmentations produced by CV models facilitate the application of more advanced technologies. This includes
complex geometric feature extraction and patient-specific computational flow dynamics (CFD) / fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) models, which are used for deriving the hemodynamic and biomechanical forces involved in the AA
development.20–22 To characterize hemodynamic/biomechanical parameters associated with AA development (such as
wall shear stress, Von Mises stress, tensile strain, and oscillatory shear index), FSI models will be developed based on
patient-specific geometry and echocardiogram-derived flow data (i.e. peak aortic valve velocity23). Two domains will be
created: a fluid domain to represent the blood volume (incompressible Newtonian fluid under laminar flow) and a solid
domain representing the arterial wall (linear
elastic material).24,25 The outer surface of the fluid
domain and the inner surface of the solid domain
will be defined as the fluid-structure interface. The
two domains will be fully coupled, using an
arbitrary Langrangian-Eulerian method. Wall shear
stress, shear stress derivatives, and pressure
distribution will be derived from the fluid domain.
Von Mises stress and tensile strains will be derived
from the solid domain. Aneurysmal growth will be
assessed by comparing models created after
patient follow-up. Derived wall shear stress and
wall stress/strain will be evaluated for
Fig 5. Integrative Analysis to AA Growth Prediction: (A) Aggregation of multi-modal data. (B)
relationships with growth rate. Combined with
Training of machine learning prediction models. (C and D) and echocardiogram data used to
morphologic and geometric indices, the
calculate as wall shear stress and wall Von-Mises stress.
parameters derived from the FSI models will be
used to predict AA growth. Using hemodynamics
to predict AA development has shown promising results26, and FSI assessment can provide additional information about
the wall integrity and compliance changes.
AA Growth Prediction Using Machine Learning Methods with Multi-Modal Data
To predict AA growth, in addition to using traditional statistical
such as multiple linear regression, we shall develop a novel AAindexed recurrent neural network as illustrated in Figure 6. Here
input vector for each patient at the given measured AA size of i
the transfer function at the given AA size, and Yi is the AA growth
measured or predicted at the given AA size i (mm). This
Fig 6. A novel AA-Size indexed Recurrent Neural
framework will overcome the difficulty of a time-indexed
Network (SI-RNN) customized for the prediction of sizenetwork because for our study, and nearly all longitudinal
varying AA growth rates. Here Yi is the AA growth rate
biomedical studies, we have irregularly spaced time series
measured or predicted at the given AA size i (mm); Xi is
the input vector that includes the clinical, imaging, and
measurements which will render the classical neural network
biophysics variables for a patient with a measured AA
The AA growth size can be easily computed from the AA
size of i (mm).
rate.
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Preliminary Data
Our preliminary data includes results from our most recent NLP, computer-vision, and fluid-structure interaction models.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) Models
Using NLP-based methods, an aortic aneurysm detection platform was developed for capturing incidental findings,
surveilling known AA patients, and collecting longitudinal clinical and imaging data. This component of the project has
evolved since its inception, which began as a quality initiative project for ensuring proper follow up of newly diagnosed
AA patients, primarily via manual chart review. Since then, it has evolved into an automated system capable of not only

flagging all free-text reports with verbiage suggestive of the presence of aortic aneurysm, but also extraction of exact
maximal size measurements for different parts of the aorta. This system has become a key component in identifying AA
patients that may have otherwise been missed, and comprehensively aggregating their clinical and imaging data for
further analysis. Figure 1 shows the AA patients captured over a 12 month period, during which the NLP system filtered
through 11,936 total patient encounters and identified 126 unique AAA patients.

Figure 1. The NLP surveillance protocol filtered through 11,936 unique patient encounters over a 12 month period. 126 unique AAA patients (3.0-3.9cm: 74
patients, 4.0-4.9cm: 45 patients, ≥5.0cm: 7 patients) were captured. Of those, 35 (27.7%) AAA patients did not have a previous diagnosis, 33 (26.2%) were female,
and 8 (6.3%) were patients age <65. Sensitivity and positive predictive value was 93.1% and 86.8% respectively.

Computer Vision Models
Our preliminary work using computer vision methods to conduct geometric and morphologic assessment of aortic
aneurysms has been encouraging. In collaboration with Chandrashekar et al. we have helped to validate a geometrybased AA growth prediction model, which demonstrated fair-to-moderate correlation of two specific geometric indices
with AA growth, even when tested against an external cohort. The two geometric indices investigated in this study were
minimum radius of curvature (MRoC), and undulation index (UI) and are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Detailed results
of correlation coefficient analysis for both cohorts are reported in Figure 6. Further investigation with a larger cohort
and inclusion of more patients with an initial AAA size of 3-4 cm is needed.

Figure 2. Minimum radius of curvature (MRoC) was obtained following aortic
segmentation (A), centerline generation (B), and fitting the smallest possible circle
along the aortic centerline, the arc of which best approximates the region of
greatest curvature along the centerline (C).

Figure 3. Convex hulls (light blue) were generated and undulation
indices (UI) were calculated for AAAs of each patient. A convex hull
is the smallest possible volume that can encompass an irregular
volume without concaving at any point. This is akin to resulting
shape after tightly gift-wrapping an irregularly-shaped object. UI is
defined as US = 1 – (V / VCH) with V as the volume of the abdominal
aorta between the renal arteries and the aortic bifurcation, and VCH
as the volume of the convex hull that would cover this region. UI
was positively correlated with annual growth rate.
Figure 4. Geometric indices extracted from aortic segmentations
were independently evaluated for correlation with AAA growth.
DMax (Spearman r = 0.35, P < 0.001), minimum RoC (Spearman r = 0.23, P = 0.039), and UI (Spearman r = 0.26, P < 0.015) were all
significantly correlated with annual AAA growth rate.

Development of computer vision models is
currently ongoing and advanced features allowing for more precise delineation of the aortic wall have been
implemented. This further detailed in the next section.
Biomechanical Assessment with Fluid-Structure-Interaction Models
Management of ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms (ATAAs) is also suboptimal and stands to benefit from A.I.-based
assessment. Like AAAs, management and surveillance is primarily based on size and assessment of interval growth
between imaging studies. However, unlike AAAs, the ascending thoracic aorta can be much more difficult to measure
due to normal anatomic obliquity and motion artifact. Moreover, the implications of inter-observer variability are more
concerning due to the narrow margin between normal size and threshold for intervention. As a preliminary proof-ofconcept, 10 pairs of ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms (ATAAs) were segmented with contrast-enhanced CTs,
converted to computational meshes using VMTKLab and Autodesk Netfabb, and basic geometric features such as
maximal diameter and aortic volume were calculated. Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) models were then developed and
hemodynamic and biomechanical forces were measured using the patient-specific models and echocardiogram data (i.e.

peak trans-aortic velocity). FSI models indicated increased shear stress and changes in vascular wall stain in actively
growing aneurysms, some of which were previously documented as being “stable”. Especially in equivocal cases,
geometric and biomechanical markers may serve as useful additional metrics for assessing active ATAA growth and
determining the need for close monitoring.
Figure 5. FSI models were used to estimate
strain in the axial, circumferential, and radial
directions. This proof-of-concept
demonstrated the feasibility of rapid
geometric and biomechanical assessment by
converting 3D segmentations into
computational meshes of the aorta. However,
larger sample sizes are needed to evaluate
correlation between changes in strain over
time with growth and rupture risk.
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Budget with Justification
Our project requires knowledgeable contributors from multiple fields. Development and validation of the A.I. models
investigated in this study will require substantial and consistent work for at least 2 years. The most significant
contributions to advancing this project will come from those intending to become subject matter experts in their
respective fields.
Personnel
The funds requested for this study are to be designated for personnel costs only. It would cover partial salary of
graduate students from the departments of biomedical informatics (BMI), biomedical engineering (BME), or computer
science (CS). At this time, addition of a full-time CS student to our team would provide the most benefit to our current
work, especially in regard to A.I. model optimization and validation. For this reason, any funding received from the
NYSVS scholarship would likely be used to cover the cost of a CS graduate student.
The following represents the current estimated cost for funding a graduate student:
The total cost of one graduate student hired for one year is estimated to be $53,476
Graduate student stipends have been set to $30,000 for one year.
Department

Annual Salary

Fringe Benefits

Tuition *

Cost

Graduate
Student

BMI / BME /
or CS

$30,000 (Salary)

X 13% = $3900

$19,576

$53,476

EVS Seed
Grant
Funding

Computer
Science

$22,123.90 (Partial)

X 13% =
$2876.10

-----

$25,000 **

* Tuition is based on 2022 Rates as Reported on www.stonybrook.edu. Tuition is the one semester cost for 9 credits (Full-time Student, Out-ofState Tuition); If difference
** The remainder of cost to cover graduate student salary is to be covered by other sources of funding

Graduate Student (Computer Science – Computer Vision)
-

Study-related personnel research activity includes:
o Extensive work with aortic segmentations, 3D computational meshes and work with advanced modeling
software applications, and variety of imaging formats
o Development of novel fluid-structure interaction models, adjustment of boundary parameters,
interpretation of results
o Collaboration with BMI and computer vision team to conduct integrative analytics of imaging data,
advanced statistical analysis of model outputs
o Literature review, assist in data collection, manuscript preparation, grant preparation

Equipment - none
Other Direct Costs - none

